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Pivot Your ThinkingTM

FM3294
0723

Supersedes 
0423

More Standard Features, Greater Value, Fewer Models To Stock. 

Text Key:
Features common with our previous model

Additional STANDARD features on Pivot® 

and Pivot® Pro Pictured panel: Pivot® Pro 1Ph
32324-0001 (Replaces: 10-1044)

Pivot®: 115/200/230
Simplex and Duplex 
models
Limited 5 year warranty

Touch-safe user interface 
LED indicators:
-System Ready
- Float switch LED 
indicators 
-float switch faults 
- Pump Run LED 
indicator(s)
Latching globe and  
horn feature

3 or 4 float switch 
operation

- choice of multiple float 
logic and orders
- built in switch 
redundancy
- configurable float switch 
operation
- choose between Smart 
and Relay Switch Logic
Separate fuses for alarm 
and control circuits

Smart HOA:
- prevents accidental On 
or Off
-Off mode reminder

Top mount globe
- varying globe patterns 
for distinct alarm 
conditions 

Side mount horn

Side mount Test/Silence 
switch
Test switch tests all 
LEDs, globe, and horn 

NEMA 4X enclosure, 
locking hasp, dead front. 
12x10x6 PivotTM

Motor contactor(s), 
breakers (1Ph) 
-staggered pump start

Alarms for:  
-high water alarm
-continuous pump run
- incorrect control 
voltage
-disabled alarm circuit
-failed contactor
-overload
-float fault
-HOA Off timeout

Auxiliary output, form C 
(aka dry contacts)

USB features: 
-pump starts counter 
-elapsed time meter 
-custom configurations 
-update firmware

Factory Reset 
for clearing and 
troubleshooting

Ample room for field wiring

Introducing: Pivot® 1Ph Control Panels
For 1Ph and 3Ph Pivot® Pro, see other side

Set of 5 PCB jumpers 
for selection of 
preferences
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Pivot Your ThinkingTM

More Standard Features, Greater Value, Fewer Models To Stock. 

Pictured panel:  Pivot® Pro 3Ph
124D4-0001 (Replaces: 10-1108)Pivot® Pro: 1Ph and  

3Ph circuit breakers or  
3Ph 575V or 
200/230/460V with  
multi-tap transformer
Simplex and duplex models
Limited 5 year warranty

LCD display:
- full menu
  system for 
configuration
- keypad lock for 
security
- service information: 
name and phone 
number
- review pump starts, 
elapsed run times, and 
other system data
- selectable ratio for 
pump alternation 
(duplex)
- lead/lag select 
(duplex)
- configurable 
continuous run 
alarm timer
- horn configurable: 
latching/active

Smart HOA:
- prevents accidental 
pump damage
- reminder to return to 
Auto operation
-adjustable behaviors

NEMA 4X enclosure, 
locking hasp, dead 
front.
-14x12x6 Pivot® Pro

Data jack for  
Z Control® Gateway 
(sold separately) 
Z Control® includes: 
- remote testing and 
monitoring
-remote configuration
- alert notifications: 
text, email, app push.

Introducing: Pivot® Pro 1Ph and 3Ph Control Panels
For Pivot

® 
1Ph, see other side

Pivot® Pro includes all the features  
of the Pivot® (other side) 
PLUS these additional upgraded features

Ample room for field wiring

Motor contactors 
with built-in pump run 
contacts. Overloads 
(3Ph)
Terminal strip for 
circuit and alarm 
power, float switches, 
auxiliary contacts, seal 
fail leads, and thermal 
leads. Smart Float 
Logic can run pumps 
even in the event of 
float faults.

Now Available: Pivot Pro+ 1Ph start kit 
 Pivot Pro+ Reversing


